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The Essence Of Life Lies On Investing Everything To Parent Humankind 

 

"Heaven knows this, and tells us, "Sacrifice yourself! Deny yourself!" In addition, heaven tells us 

that when we stand in the position of a subject partner, we must not pursue our own benefit as a 

subject partner. Instead we must choose the path that will benefit our object partner. We must 

take the path of a religion that emphasizes the ways of sacrifice, service to others, and self-

denial" 

By True Parents. 

 

 
 

Hurrahh!!! Hurraahhh!!!. The TRUE LOVE FARMS is sprouting beyond the expectations of many of her 

observers, best wishers, supporters and the entire team. But no doubts are clouding the farm's progress 

because this farm was nursed in a strong heavenly motivation and nurtured through a sophisticated 

universal, interdependent and mutual value philosophy. All is summed up in the philosophy of Parentism 

where one desires absolutely to parent humankind without boundaries of any kind. This sprouts a lifestyle 

where one raises people to become good for his or her own bitterness, or where one invests all his heart 

and family resources to make life good for others and then he or she and generations reap a better life.. 

 



 

 

With these motivation, I and my team invested to feed a vulnerable refugee people by sowing our own 

despicable potentials deep in us, and our miserable resources available. We made it and today we are 

expanding in a way that puzzles many and even ourselves. But this is the power of God. We were doing 

what God has desired for humankind. We chose to RESEMBLE and represent God, our HEAVENLY 

PARENTS, just like every child would do what their parents do. 

 

 
 

Our rich and exquisite experience is driving us into irresistibility in contributing dire heartedly in path-

finding better ways in feeding the hungry world. In fact, I find no employment as worthy as this 

engagement. Our farm is green flourishing with plenty of vegetable to provide especially vitamins and 

fiber to our vulnerable people. As a vulnerable refugee population with aged persons, pregnant women 

and children. 

 

 
 

 


